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“We get
visitors from 

all over 
the world.”

LOOK WHO’S TALKING
> HOLLY SATEIA, Information Booth Volunteer
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What made you want to work in the 
information booth after your long tenure 
as an administrator at the College?
My office [in McNutt] faced the Green, 
and I saw the info booth a lot. Even at 
that time I thought, “That might be sort 
of fun.” You never know what you’re going 
to be asked, you never know who’s com-
ing around the corner and it’s all about 
Dartmouth, which is a good thing. 

How did you prep for the job?
Last summer was the first year I worked. 
I did dust off my copy of The College on 
the Hill because I thought, “I have to be 
ready when they ask me about the earl 
of Dartmouth or when I get some other 
crazy questions. Then the first question I 
was asked was, “Where can I get the best 
massage in Hanover?”

What type of people usually come by the 
kiosk? 
The people we see fall into various 
categories: We have high school students 
and their families who are looking at 
Dartmouth as a college option. We have 
the alums who are walking down memory 
lane, and many of them come by because 
they don’t recognize the campus. They 
want to know where their dorm is and, 
because of all the construction, they’re 
like, “I don’t even know where I am.” You 
get the Appalachian Trail through-hikers. 
Last year we registered visitors from 
Canada, Mexico, Cyprus, France, Ger-
many, Ireland, Italy, Colombia, Australia, 
Kenya, South Africa, Israel, Hong Kong, 
Japan and Thailand. We had about 2,000 
visitors with about 1,000 visits through 
just July, August and September.

What’s the most commonly asked 
question?  
“Where can I park?” Either people have 
gotten tickets or they’ve been driving 
around and they have no idea where to 
go, so we have to show them. It’s probably 
been the same since 1974.

Have there been any especially exciting 
times at the info booth?
Last year I thought it was sort of funny, 
the biggest question other than park-
ing was definitely, “Where’s Morphy?” 
[The corpse flower, one of only several in 
the United States, was in bloom last fall 
in the greenhouse of the Life Sciences 
building.]                     —Matthew  Brown ’19
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Professor of Computational Science

What Are the Arts and Sciences? A 
Guide for the Curious
What do Dartmouth professors do all 
day? Twenty-seven of them answer that 
question in this accessible, entertaining 
collection of essays that cover 
a wide range of arts and sci-
ences disciplines. “If you read 
this book, you realize that it’s 
so important to know about his-
tory. It’s so important to know 
about biology. It’s so important 
to know about mathematics, 
and so on,” says Rockmore, who 
edited the collection. “The book 
doesn’t bludgeon you with that 
message. It’s not a polemic, but if you 
sample from this buffet of ideas, it will feed 
your curiosity about the liberal arts.” The 
collection will be distributed to all students 
entering Dartmouth later this year. 

Dartmouth College Press (June 2017), 
376 pp, $22

J A N I C E  M .  M C C A B E
Professor of Sociology

Connecting in College: How Friend-
ship Networks Matter for Academic 
and Social Success
Your friends matter. Especially if you want 
to do well in college. McCabe, who has 
studied the relationship between social 
networks and academic success 
by interviewing students since 
2004, reveals how they make 
friends, what sort of friendship 
networks are most common 
and how they influence us, for 
better or worse. She describes 
three key types of networks 
(tight-knitters, compartmental-
izers and samplers) and offers 
insight into how college friend-
ships influence early adulthood. Reviewers 
have praised McCabe’s research, calling it 
“rich, thoughtful and long overdue.” 

University of Chicago Press (November 
2016), 216 pp, $30

M I S AG H  PA R S A
Professor of Sociology

Democracy in Iran: Why It Failed 
and How It Might Succeed
So much for the promising Green Move-
ment of 2009 Iran. As Parsa analyzes the 
push and pull of democracy and theocracy 
in the Middle Eastern country, 
he offers a grim take on the 
future of Iranian democracy: 
Gradual reform isn’t likely, and 
the only means for democracy 
to emerge triumphant is anoth-
er revolution. The Wall Street 
Journal calls Parsa’s work “mer-
cifully free of most of the jar-
gon that now cripples so much 
academic writing. While anyone 
curious about Iran will find it illuminating, 
for those working in government or the 
foreign-affairs community, it is manda-
tory reading.” 

Harvard University Press (November 
2016), 416 pp, $45
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